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Climb aboard your vehicle and become the master of the track! Choose your car and customize it! Versus AI or your
friends! Play on the controller or keyboard!

In Voxel Race you will have the choice between two game modes: Free mode where you can explore the city at your leisure and
race mode where your goal is to make the best time against the clock!

 Features:

■ Nice cubic decorations!
■ Race against the clock!
■ A great map explorable!
■ Partial joystick support!
■ Customization system!

■ Day / night system!
■ Good music!
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Title: Voxel Race
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 6 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphique

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: All

English
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Bombs, one hit kills, and exploration. Pretty fun gameplay, and doesn't overstay its welcome.

. Absolutly love this game! My friends and I always have to take turns playing VR games but with this game it makes us not only
conpetitive but lets us play together. Most defenetly reconmend!. Well. I bought the full version. I still can't access multiplayer.
This sucks.
....and apparently the full version doesn't mean you unlock everything. That's deceptive as ♥♥♥♥. Only 2 acts in the campaign?
Seriously?. Really fantastic stuff here. It's a puzzler in it's own right, while still being casual enough to mess around with. Once
you start watching the ingame replays of some of the better players, it makes actually doing the harder tricks seem more
achievable. Really well put together, and beautiful graphics. Check it out.. I am a berber so I had to get this DLC. Why am I
giving this dlc a bad review?

Why does paradox treat us like cattle?

There are many questions in the universe.. Controls are brutal to master, the learning curve is incredibly high to figure out just
how to control the characters. You control BOTH characters at the same time and one moves faster then the other. This is really
tedious considering that you are trying to manipulate them down a narrow and twisting path and one continuously moves off the
path.. Old... very old, but quite addictive and great.
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Oldie but goldie. The Dope Game is pretty Dope.. This is a horrrendously bad game. Even calling it a game feels wrong. The
controls are abhorrent, both in-game and in the menu (I didn't even know that was possible). This game is "difficult" only
because the combat and movement mechanics are so poor. The controls make no sense, and are not re-bindable. Not only is this
game not worth your money, it's not worth the time it takes to figure out that it's not worth the money.. No story
No Tactics
No Realism
No scores
No teamplay
Just plain old mindless shooting!

. Best logic game i ever played. This just isn't good. The cartoon's amusing, but the handling suffers badly from the mobile port.
Not something I'm interested in playing any more of.
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